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Minutes
December 12, 2018
ovember minutes.

ed the BOS about donating two parcels to the Town, one of which is E-10 (38 acres). Kathy
uld accept E-10 as future conservation land. After brief discussion, the CC voted
sidering its proximity to existing conservation land and the fact that it’s the site of Wolf Rock,

k.

tified the other parcel as E-15. However, according to NH Tax Kiosk, Mr. Valentine doesn’t
es). A typo is suspected. Regardless, if Mr. Valentine is indeed offering to donate E-18, the
ing in acquiring this parcel for conservation land because of it’s size and prime location
onservation holdings. The CC voted unanimously to express interest in acquiring E-18 as
to us.

uld go a long way to helping us achieve long-term conservation goals of a town-wide trail
ace” of conservation land surrounding town center.

Dillberger $40.98 as reimbursement for money spent on materials for conservation land signs,
onservation General Fund.

ent Group $800.00 for regrading the parking area and rail trail adjacent to Pratt Pond,
n Rail Trail Trust Fund.

ent Group $2,600.00 to construct a bridge to replace two failed culverts on the Mason
, money to come from the Conservation General Fund.

annual report with a contribution from Barbara about our Old Home Day activities. Report is

d for making conservation land signs, but it’s green and must be seasoned before use. So
il Spring.

tus of our proposed OPDMD policy. We need to get this addressed ASAP.

le report is done and deed prepared by Tom Quinn. Jen is working on deed restrictions with

mestic well data to be incorporated into the NRI. He’ll send it to Bob D. as soon as his

7:00 pm to 8:54 pm


